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Abstract: In history, many mistakes were made, such as: wars, distortion of history, trust in the first persons who wore "masks". You can shift the responsibility to politicians, the TV industry, and so on. If a number of conditions are met, a citizen can independently perform an analysis of the safety of their own life. To do this, you need to carefully look at the people around you (at home, at work, in the yard); conduct an objective analysis of negative news from TV and the Internet; analyze the activities of your immediate supervisor, whom you see weekly; analysis of the work of the educational institution where children study; the environmental situation in the city; the quality of life in terms of determining psychological health. Based on these factors, without being an expert in the field of security, a citizen will be able to draw conclusions about the legality of actions taken by the state against himself and his family. Based on the urgency of the problem, the article will present the types of crimes committed against citizens in "democratic" states.
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INTRODUCTION

Working hypothesis:

There are 2 systems functioning in the state: an internal regime of criminal gangs headed by a person who, in the outer circle, is a representative of the state. The outer circle is a system of state functioning that controls the results of people's work and obeys the inner circle. Based on this system, the structure of such a society could be in the inner circle - criminal leaders, criminals specialists of different ranks, criminals document developers, and so on. In the outer circle there are law-abiding citizens who were easy money from the point of view of criminals. Law-abiding citizens worked in low-paid jobs, with non-professionals, if a citizen came into confrontation with the regime, there were instantly ways to influence the unwanted worker. These methods include: bullying, driving to suicide, and so on.

In connection with the decline in the population, low birth rates, an increase in refugees, and so on, an interest arose in the specific content of the functioning of the criminal world, and from anonymous sources it was possible to suggest the specifics of the crimes committed against law-abiding citizens, mainly people with a "Russian soul".

Types of crimes:

1. the use of information technologies by criminals in order to form a "pure consciousness". Through the implant (internal voices) for their own benefit, they affected people's consciousness (for Example, a woman remembers a beloved man, internal voices immediately include the voice "he's with another woman, he cheated on you, as a result, they drive a person to despair", include the voice of the one with whom the man seems to have cheated).
2. Organization of "farms". For criminal purposes, children appeared by the method of artificial insemination, they were forced to enter into intimate relationships with animals, with each other. The perverts watched it.
3. Poisoning of citizens (adding toxic substances to food, fast food, selling counterfeit drugs in pharmacies, selling drugs in open points of sale).
4. Recruiting criminals (unemployed, people with disabilities, in critical situations and others) with the aim of destroying people with moral principles and sane.
6. Making nuclear weapons (criminals wanted to launch nuclear weapons into the sun, thus the end of the world was planned).
7. Cultural heritage sites were used as hiding places for spies to transmit secret information, store terrorist data, plan contract killings, etc.
8. The leaders of the criminal gangs, who had the credit of trust of citizens and were in power, subjected pop stars, cinema stars, heads of state, and journalists on the territory of modern democratic states to violence. The leaders had official representation in the territories under state protection.
9. In order to conceal crimes, cultural monuments, buildings in the department of public service and protection were used.
10. Undesirable citizens were connected to the system of internal control (implant - internal voices), including famous people, they were subjected to threats in order to destroy Russian culture.
11. Girls were trained as nurses, who were introduced to medical institutions in Russia, they did medical procedures that led to the death of important people.
12. The use of information technology as a means of communication with the underworld, which was connected to the computers of the people whom it was planned to substitute (information about the planning of terrorist attacks was sent from their computers).
13. Recruiting medical workers to sell newborn babies, recommending drugs to stimulate labor for the purpose of preterm labor (obtaining biomaterial for rejuvenation, for selling organs), deceiving future parents for the same purposes.
14. Group bullying of unwanted subordinates, driving to suicide.
15. Territories of states were sold and leased to criminals from different countries.
16. Organization of criminal living conditions in places of detention.
17. Using implants - internal voices for the purpose of driving to suicide.
18. The introduction of well-known people with good looks for the purpose of using a credit of trust of the population and organizing criminal gangs (selling children, organizing children's agencies, photo studios, modeling agencies, beauty contests, music contests, etc.).
19. In the territories of residence of the first persons, crimes were committed against children and adults, they were killed and the traces of crimes were hidden in this territory.
20. Using criminal connections, a criminal was introduced into the heads of state, who, through intimidation with nuclear weapons, subjugated all the heads of state of the world, to whom implants (internal voices) were connected, which did not allow building family relations. This was the terror of the old monarchies.
21. In the forests, objectionable Russian journalists were tied to trees - they are eaten by mosquitoes.
22. The use of technologies that changed atmospheric pressure, celestial bodies changed their position, as a result, dispatchers lost their trajectory and planes fell.
23. People from various criminal gangs came to power.
24. Most of the crimes were ordered, the commission of rape was controlled by members of criminal groups with the aim of influencing unwanted ones, as well as ordered crimes. The criminals knew who was allowed to be bullied (children of unwanted citizens).
25. The genitals of Russian women and men were cut off, they were made sexless, the heads of criminal gangs raped them.
26. The heads of criminal gangs signed official documents on behalf of the heads of state with the aim of selling, leasing the territories of states, thus filming incriminating evidence on the heads of state who were vacationing in their state territories, not knowing that these territories were leased or sold to criminals from other states.
27. Children were raped by people previously infected with sexually transmitted diseases, then male children were treated by removing their genitals, and deprived of the opportunity to have children.
28. Covert production of atomic and hydrogen bombs was organized.
29. Unprofessional training of teachers, educators for the purpose of enslaving children and oppressing parents.
30. Abduction networks for women, children and men were organized in cities. They met unknown people, they were poured with psychotropic drugs, as a result of which people lost their memory and became slaves. So, for example, in different cities, they parked cars, grandmothers went out onto the street and looked at women, if the woman liked it, the grandmother made a gesture (hand behind her back) - that means she was suitable for violence by criminals, the car drivers saw this, tracked down the woman and took her to rape.
31. In the airspace (uncontrolled by the states), air spheres were suspended on levers, where children abducted from all over the world were brought, where they were bullied by criminals from all over the world.
32. Hydrogen channels have been excavated around the world to destroy people. Aircrafts flew in the air, changing atmospheric pressure for the worse and destroying the population, because of them planes fell. Non-passenger planes of criminals, not controlled by dispatchers, changed the course of movement of normal planes, special tornadoes rose.
33. Microbes were placed in the products.
34. In the camps, militants trained suicide bombers, child militants, maniacs, Nazi fighters (contract killings, violence, etc.).
35. The head of the underworld (Petrovich, Udmurt, etc.) informed the rest of the accomplices about the situation around the world, and where it was getting better (more positive) criminals were sent there to destroy people in order to prevent the stabilization of psychological health.

36. In countries that had the image of terrorist organizations and where entry was prohibited, laboratories were organized with the aim of developing technologies that destroy the human spirit and body. The laboratories were run by famous patrons of the arts.

37. In some countries, only terrorists were citizens. Captives were kept in cultural monuments, specially protected areas.

38. In museums, cinemas, porn films were shot and studios were opened for the seduction of children and adults.

39. "Wasp" were made, which pierced the gas tanks of planes, so the planes of the heads of state were shot down (according to the results of the investigation, they found a crack in the plane, indicated damage by an accidental stone or bird, as a result the case was closed).

40. Roads with dead loops were being built, figures of people were highlighted on the roads at night, animals and drivers drove into a ditch and died.

41. During the construction of roads, pipes with gas were laid, which changed the behavior of people. The gas disinhibited the sexual sphere of people, and as a result, the number of sex crimes increased.

42. The militants had sex with women, who later traveled to other cities and had abortions to obtain placenta biomaterial. In the same official clinics, uterus was removed from women of childbearing age to stop the procreation of dissidents and revenge.

43. Young children were secretly installed implants in their milk teeth in the territories of kindergartens, then pedophile criminals committed crimes; children heard inner voices and obeyed strangers. This is how crimes against children were committed.

44. The crimes that were committed in the village (kidnapping, poisoning, high mortality, and so on) - everything was ordered with the aim of destroying law-abiding citizens.

45. Women have had sex with married men who got pregnant. Further, these criminals met with women again, entered into sexual relations with them with the use of physical force in the second part of pregnancy in order to destroy the child. Advice was given in antenatal clinics and on the Internet.

46. In shopping centers, underground grottoes were built, into which the abducted were brought, they were raped there, their organs were taken away and killed, they were controlled by criminals in authorities.

47. Guardianship authorities, social services, city halls, schools, kindergartens, centers for the study of foreign languages arranged for people who had access to information about children (orphans, guardians, large families, etc.), information was transferred to criminals who abducted and raped children.

48. On the territories of peaceful states, militant camps were organized under the guise of refugees.

49. Corpses from all over the world were transported to places of permafrost.

50. During abductions, small children were dressed in sheep skins and taken out for a walk, so they were driven from one village to another.

51. Cities became ferry points for terrorists, drugs, girls.

52. The cities-extreme points of the globe were used by the militants, from there, through information technology, they monitored the situation and distributed orders to worsen the situation (they planned murders, violence, corruption schemes).

53. Famous people appeared on the screen as victims or members of criminal gangs.

54. The heads of state were killed by order of the heads of criminal gangs. They were exchanged for similar persons and the states were ruled by members of criminal gangs of other countries. Heads of state were driven to suicide by special services led by criminals.

55. Honest citizens turned to the ombudsmen for children's rights with questions about the deterioration of the situation in the city, about the increase in crimes against children. As a result, such citizens were driven to suicide.

56. An unwanted citizen with weight in power was found a double criminal, documents were prepared for him, plastic surgery was performed. The doppelganger became the head of a criminal group in the region, which were engaged in custom-made crimes, and thus collected dirt on an unwanted citizen.

57. Communication facilities were installed using state money, which were controlled by the police (telephone, video). According to them, criminals checked the accuracy of commissioned crimes.

58. Heads of state, members of monarchies became members of extremist groups, who subsequently committed violence against family members.

59. Members of criminal gangs used "initiation" for the purpose of enslaving and subjugating newcomers, when fathers were the first to have intimate relationships with their children.

60. The leaders of educational institutions were often people prone to pedophilia, homosexual relationships, they entered into intimate relationships with students, so the leaders of institutions that train teachers
punished unprepared students with sexual violence. Then such students became the wives of militants and participated in terrorist attacks.

61. In families with low incomes, which according to the criminals spent, a lot of money was issued, which was printed when buying food or things (mainly Russians), which allowed criminals to commit crimes against this family.

62. The heads of institutions and divisions committed forgeries, signed documents on behalf of the divisions, without holding general meetings, thereby encouraging subordinates who, only in the opinion of the leader, were "necessary" people (awards, bonuses, hourly). "The right people" through gossip and bullying could turn everyone else against any employee. Anyone could be a leader at any moment.

63. Science was on the decline. Scientific degrees were bought, in the provisions on awarding titles there were "loopholes" for obtaining such degrees (for example, when determining the originality of a scientific work, documents and folk epics were not taken into account). As a result, the number of works using the folklore genre, texts of folk art has increased dramatically.

64. Criminals organized dens where women entered into sexual relations with minors for a monetary reward and trained them for further work.

65. Organizing the kidnapping of brides who became pregnant, they were kidnapped and raped, as, according to the kidnappers, they met with unwanted Russians.

66. Drugs were added to baby food in order to form an addiction.

Versions
1. The heads of the gangsters had access to the authorities in the territory under state protection. They had access to nuclear weapons, therefore, due to the increase in crime, they may have managed to make all the states of the world under their control.
2. The territory of the globe was divided into territories controlled by the head of the underworld. The head of the entire underworld could become a man who surpassed all other criminals in cruelty and who was close to the gangsters involved in world terrorism.
3. Due to the increase in the number of crimes in the world, it can be assumed about the lease and sale of territories inhabited by Russian people to criminals who have access to state power.
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